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Letter from the Board Chairperson

It seems that each year brings a host of new challenges for FARSHA to deal
with. The year 2009 was exceptional in that the challenges were more
numerous and more difficult.
In late 2008 a serious confined space incident in the mushroom industry
that resulted in multiple serious and fatal injuries to workers prompted the
Executive Director to recommend to the Directors the addition of a fulltime safety consultant with Vietnamese-language capability to provide
training and education in this industry. The added resource was also
deemed necessary to boost FARSHA’s capacity to service other Lower
Mainland agricultural commodity operations.
Fall protection projects for greenhouse workers and also mushroom farm
workers consumed a significant amount of staff time. A further complex project to develop confined
space entry procedures and to identify and evaluate hazardous atmospheres was required as a
result of WorkSafeBC requirements following the mushroom industry incident. The project included
the development of education and training programs designed to assist employers and workers in
dealing with this difficult issue – in the mushroom industry in particular, but also other agriculture
industry sectors with similar risks and hazards.
In spite of the significant project specific workload for our safety consultants, FARSHA was able to
record dramatically increased numbers of training and education sessions delivered throughout the
province in 2009.
The Board of Directors made a decision in late 2009 to become a Certifying Partner in WorkSafeBC's
Certificate of Recognition (COR) program. The Executive Director was asked to establish a separate
budget request for WorkSafeBC funding for this initiative, develop a plan of action, and begin
dialogue with WorkSafeBC designed to achieve Certifying Partner status in 2010.
The Board expressed its appreciation for the significant team approach led by the Executive Director
and supported by the efforts of the Langley office staff and the Lower Mainland and Regional Safety
Consultants to exceed the strategic plan approved by the Board.

Ralph McGinn
Chair, Board of Directors
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Letter from the Executive Director

At FARSHA, we are very fortunate to receive comprehensive injury
data from WorkSafeBC. We analyze these injury records by commodity
and region to identify trends, and then drill down deeper to determine
the causes of these injuries, especially those that seem to repeat
themselves. This valuable analysis allows us to target particular hazards
or work practices that cause injuries. From this, we can develop
resources and deliver training programs to mitigate these events.
Over the last three years, FARSHA has been pursuing the use of
engineering solutions for situations of recurring injuries or regulatory requirements for a particular
industry. Engineering solutions involve the modification of equipment to significantly reduce risk or
eliminate a hazard altogether. This typically is very successful, and is in fact the preferred method of
injury prevention.
FARSHA has used this approach for hazards within an industry or those that are common across
agriculture. Two examples of specific industry projects have been engineering modifications to
include guardrails on mobile picking carts used in greenhouses, and guardrails on picking platforms
used in harvesting mushrooms. An example of a hazard common to all areas of agriculture is the use
of tractors without rollover protective structures (ROPS). In this case, the goal was to provide
practical solutions for the installation of ROPS on older tractors. This is discussed in detail further on
in the annual report.
Most recently, FARSHA is using this approach to assist fruit growers develop an engineering standard
and an operator’s manual for models of mobile elevating work platforms, where they do not
currently exist.
To achieve these engineering solutions FARSHA contracts the services of the Prairie Agricultural
Machinery Institute (PAMI) of Humboldt, Saskatchewan. PAMI’s function is primarily research and
development on agricultural equipment, with a strong emphasis on safety. Other than its
administration, PAMI is staffed by engineers, technicians, and tradespeople, and carries out its work
in a very practical way.
FARSHA's approach has provided producers with workable and cost-effective ways to manage
hazards and reduce the high costs of injury. FARSHA will continue to perform hazard analysis and
review injury data, identifying areas where this approach will again produce successful results. We
refer to this as Finding Solutions for Agriculture.

Bruce Johnson

Executive Director
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Introduction
This Annual Report describes the activities of the Farm and Ranch Safety and Health Association (FARSHA) in 2009.
Annual reports from previous years are all available from the FARSHA office or through the FARSHA website.
FARSHA’s work, particularly in 2009, embodies the theme Finding Solutions for Agriculture. Examples of this approach
will be evident throughout this report..

FARSHA’s Background
With over fifteen years of service to BC agriculture, the
Farm and Ranch Safety and Health Association is now
widely recognized and respected for the important
contribution it makes to agricultural health and safety.

FARSHA has regional consultants in all parts of the
province, and two consultants who bring a specialized
knowledge and understanding of two commodity areas:
ranching, and vineyards and orchards. These two
commodity specialist consultants work with all the
regional consultants, and help develop new initiatives
for these areas.

FARSHA began in 1993 as a joint initiative of the
Workers’ Compensation Board of BC (now
WorkSafeBC), the BC Federation of Agriculture (now
the BC Agriculture Council), and the Canadian
Farmworkers’ Union.

The Langley office of FARSHA leads all of these
activities, and staff at the office include the Executive
Director, an Office Administrator, and a Program
Coordinator.

Today, FARSHA reaches out to all areas of the
province, through the distribution of high-quality
information materials, a website and lending library;
and consultations, training programs, presentations,
Safety Days events, and educational articles in local
newspapers and newsletters.

Additional staff working out of the Langley office during
2009 included the Agricultural Health and Safety
Specialist (to November) and a team of Fraser Valley
Agricultural Health and Safety Specialists.

FARSHA’s Agricultural Health and Safety Program is an
eight-element program that can be customized to any
size of workplace and any type of agricultural
production.

(FARSHA’s Organization Chart can be found in
Appendix One of this report.)

The Year in Review: High Points
In 2009, FARSHA consultants reported that they had
held 956 workplace consultations, delivered 326
training courses, and held 14 Safety Days events
around the province. FARSHA consultants made 77
presentations to groups and organizations, and over 20
articles were written about FARSHA’s activities and
services and published in agriculture-related media or
community papers.

Four special projects, including the 50 ROPS for BC
Pilot Project, were successfully concluded in 2009.
Recognition of FARSHA’s success has even spread as
far as Australia. In May, Bruce Johnson was consulted
by a representative from WorkCoverNSW, the health
and safety and workers’ compensation body for New
South Wales, a state in Australia. Dr. Tony Williams, a
team manager from WorkCoverNSW visited four
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countries to review various ways of handling agricultural
health and safety. His final report, entitled Study of

In 2009, the theme of Canadian Agricultural Safety
Week was “PPE only works if you use it!” The theme
drew attention to the value of personal protective
equipment (respirators, gloves, aprons, boots, and so
on) as one strategy in an effective workplace health
and safety program.

Behavioural Programs to Reduce Fatalities and Injuries
on Australian Farms, made twelve recommendations

including this one: “That the establishment of special
farm safety organizations based on the FARSHA
funding and staffing model be considered.”

Canadian Agricultural Safety Week events were held
across Canada, along with a media blitz of articles,
radio spots, and public service announcements,
including an item in the monthly magazine Country Life
in BC, sponsored by FARSHA.

Each year, FARSHA takes part in Canadian Agricultural
Safety Week, the longest-running farm safety event in
Canada. Canadian Agricultural Safety Week is jointly
led by the Canadian Agricultural Safety Association
(CASA) and the Canadian Federation of Agriculture.
Further support comes from Farm Credit Canada and
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.

New Initiatives in 2009
For some years, FARSHA has been concerned about
the difficult issues of confined space safety in agriculture.
In 2009, FARSHA’s work in this area was strengthened
by the decision to engage the services of a prominent
occupational hygienist who is an expert in this area.
Supported by funding from the Canadian Agricultural
Safety Association, Neil McManus and FARSHA staff
began to assemble background information on the
confined space hazards in Lower Mainland agricultural
workplaces.

Also in 2009, FARSHA applied to WorkSafeBC to
become a Certifying Partner in the Certificate of
Recognition (COR) Program, and in December was
approved for a five-year work plan. FARSHA’s
involvement with the COR program will begin to take
shape in 2010.

Continuing Projects in 2009
 The Pilot Project for 50 ROPS in BC
 A special project on greenhouse picking carts
 A special project on mushroom farm picking

Many of the year’s activities and special projects were
focused on machinery and equipment safety,
specifically on guarding.
These special projects are living examples of FARSHA’s
theme of Finding Solutions for Agriculture.

platforms

 Development of a template for narrative simulation

Four important projects that continued or were
concluded in 2009 were:

exercises.
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Pilot Project for 50 ROPS for BC
FARSHA has long been concerned by the continuing
story of tragedies on BC farms associated with nonROPS tractors.

feedback and follow-up over the three-year duration of
the project.
Questions under consideration during the project
included:

Cross-Canada statistics show that in less than fifteen
years (1990 to 2004), some 300 people in this country
lost their lives due to tractor rollovers.

 What barriers currently prevent farmers from getting
a ROPS on all their tractors? How can these
barriers best be addressed?

Rollover protective structures (commonly called ROPS)
cannot prevent tractor overturns or rollovers – but if the
tractor does roll over, the ROPS, combined with a
seatbelt, can prevent the tractor operator from being
thrown or crushed under the heavy equipment.

 What cost would be acceptable to the greatest
number of farmers?

 Is it possible to find a suitable ROPS for most or all
of the tractor models in use in BC?

In 2007, FARSHA launched the Pilot Project for 50
ROPS in BC, and the project was wrapped up in 2009.

 Is it possible to find suitable ROPS for all types of
work done with tractors on BC farms?

The project was administered by FARSHA, and led by
the Prairie Agricultural Machinery Institute (PAMI). PAMI
researches, develops, and tests farm equipment, with a
special emphasis on safety innovations. The aim was to
find affordable and feasible ways for BC producers to
obtain ROPS for their tractors.

 Of the ROPS that are currently available, how
expensive are they? How accessible? How easy to
track down, order, and receive?

 How easy are most ROPS to self-install and
maintain?

 Can custom-made ROPS provide an affordable

FARSHA set a goal of putting rollover protective
structures on 50 previously unprotected tractors in BC,
documenting the experience, and compiling useful
information that could then be shared with a view to
expanding the program.

and feasible solution for older tractors still in use?

Many questions were answered, valuable experience
and information has been recorded, and a broad
number of farmers around the province have taken part
in an innovative effort that will save lives in the future.

Tractors were chosen from four regions of the province
(Vancouver Island, Fraser Valley, Okanagan, and
Peace River). A range of commodity types and uses
was also represented in the choices.

PAMI is now continuing research into developing
appropriate ROPS designs, and the Canadian
Agricultural Safety Association is looking into the
possibility of a cross-country ROPS program based on
the model of the 50 ROPS for BC Project.

The 50 ROPS were of three different types: 19 from
original equipment manufacturers, 19 from after-market
providers, and 12 custom-built ROPS.

The 50 ROPS for BC Project has been judged a
success by both FARSHA and PAMI.

FARSHA Regional Safety Consultants discussed the
project with farm owners in their areas, conducted indepth surveys, assessed tractors for their suitability for
the inclusion in the project, identified farms for
participation in the project, and provided important

The project was conceived out of the deep concern
FARSHA staff and consultants have long felt about
tractor safety, and is an important first step in what
FARSHA hopes will become a Canada-wide initiative.

Special Project on Greenhouse Picking Carts
In 2008, FARSHA launched a special project in
collaboration with PAMI, to address the number of
injuries associated with falls from greenhouse picking
carts. The project was wrapped up in 2009.

Greenhouse picking carts are a type of mobile work
platforms. The carts raise workers high in the air, so they
can move about among tall tomato and pepper plants
to tend and harvest them. The picking carts run on
-5-

The result of the project is that FARSHA produced a
package of material for greenhouse employers which
addresses safe work practices, pre-use inspection
sheets, and educational information to be used when
orienting new workers for this type of work.

tracks, and can be elevated to varying heights,
depending on what is needed.
Through 2008 and 2009, FARSHA and PAMI
representatives reviewed the different styles of picking
carts in use in Lower Mainland greenhouses, observed
workers using and working around the carts, consulted
extensively with employers and users, and analyzed the
statistics of incidents involving these carts.

The materials produced by FARSHA are now being
made available to greenhouse employers through the
website of the BC Greenhouse Growers’ Association.
FARSHA consultants continue to distribute the
information during site visits, and to help with practical
advice on implementing the best-practice solutions.

PAMI made an important contribution with engineering
research into improved guardrails for picking carts, and
recommendations for best practice solutions.

Special Project on Mushroom Picking Platforms
Through the same time period as the greenhouse
picking cart project, a similar issue came to FARSHA’s
attention, this time in mushroom-raising facilities.

will be installing guardrails, while restraint solutions are
recommended for situations where guardrails cannot be
used.

Here, too, workers stand on elevated platforms to tend
and harvest the white mushroom crop, which is grown in
long rows of stacked beds.

FARSHA also developed written materials including safe
work procedures, equipment inspection checklists, new
worker orientation information, and a worker training
program.

Workers have not only fallen from picking platforms, but
injuries can be caused when hands or arms are caught
between the platforms and the fixed structure.

Because the predominant language in BC mushroom
farms is Vietnamese, FARSHA has taken an important
initiative in ensuring that information on the safety
hazards of this area will be available in Vietnamese as
well as English. David Nguyen, a Fraser Valley
Agricultural Health and Safety Specialist, has worked
closely with many of the mushroom producers,
explaining the importance of improving safety with
mushroom picking platforms.

FARSHA and PAMI representatives also studied the
problems facing mushroom employers, examining the
various ways these platforms are made, and identifying
superior designs.
By 2009, the project was concluded.
Recommendations focused on the need for appropriate
choices in fall protection. Engineering drawings
developed by PAMI provide models for employers who

Development of a Template for Narrative Simulation Exercises
Another project begun in 2008 was also completed in
2009: the development for FARSHA of a template for
narrative simulation exercises.

process in a typical farm activity that will lead to a
better outcome.
The experience of taking part in a narrative simulation
exercise allows participants to draw lessons, and
examine their own habits and assumptions, without
actually risking injury to themselves or others.

The death or serious injury that happens during a tractor
rollover, equipment entanglement, or fall from height
might seem inevitable in the last few moments before the
event, but is almost always the result of a series of
choices and decisions in the preceding minutes, hours,
or even days and weeks. Through a narrative simulation
exercise, participants get the chance to direct the
actions of a key person or persons through a simulated
situation – in effect, to practice the decision-making

FARSHA anticipates being able to incorporate narrative
simulation exercises into many of its existing training
programs, to make them more effective and more
appealing.
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Canadian Agricultural Safety Association in Fredericton,
New Brunswick.

In 2008, a consultant was engaged to research
narrative simulation projects in use elsewhere, and write
up a literature survey and research report, identifying
suitable models for FARSHA’s needs. The main part of
the project, though, was the design of a template that
FARSHA can use to turn real-life stories into constructive
educational exercises.

As the consultant who devised the materials, Cheryl
explained the advantages of narrative simulations, the
lessons described in the literature, and the process of
using the template to transform stories into narrative
simulation exercises. Reg, as a FARSHA Regional Safety
Consultant and the Provincial Ranching Safety
Consultant, has had many years of experience
incorporating case studies and similar story-based tools
into training programs. He spoke about FARSHA’s
experience to date with these educational tools, and
described possible applications of the new form of
exercise.

In 2009, the written phase of the project was
completed. FARSHA now has three documents:

 The research report: A Survey of Approaches and
a Direction for FARSHA to Take
 The template itself: Guidance Notes and a
Template
 A user guide for instructors: Facilitator’s Notes.

The next stage for FARSHA is to use the template to
design a few narrative simulation exercises that can be
run as pilots, make any needed adjustments, and then
roll out the exercises on a larger scale.

Already, this innovative project has sparked interest
beyond FARSHA and British Columbia. In November
2009, Cheryl Pruitt and Reg Steward were invited to
present the project to the annual conference of the

FARSHA’s Organization and Funding
Most of FARSHA’s work is funded by a levy on the
assessments paid to WorkSafeBC by the province’s
registered agricultural employers.

The Investment Agriculture Foundation disburses funds in
British Columbia on behalf of the federal and provincial
governments; its mandate is the support of projects that
benefit BC agriculture.

WorkSafeBC assessment rates are set annually, and
reflect recent and anticipated claims costs in the
workplaces of each industry. (The complete list of the
agricultural Classification Units and their assessment
rates can be found in Appendix Two of this report.)

The 50 ROPS for BC Pilot Project is an example of this
type of special project, having been funded by
WorkSafeBC, CASA, and Investment Agriculture.
Three other multi-year projects were made possible by
grants from CASA: the greenhouse picking cart project,
the mushroom picking platform project, and the
development of a template for narrative simulation
exercises.

As well as the WorkSafeBC funding, FARSHA receives
resources from other organizations for specific projects.
The Canadian Agricultural Safety Association
administers funding through its Canadian Agricultural
Safety and Health Program (CASHP) for many farm
safety projects across Canada. CASHP receives grants
from Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada for this
purpose.

FARSHA’s Board of Directors
FARSHA is governed by a Board of Directors made up
of three employer representatives, three worker

representatives, and a non-affiliated chairperson. The
FARSHA Executive Director, and two representatives
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from the Worker and Employer Services Division of
WorkSafeBC participate in Board meetings on a
consultative, non-voting basis. (Members of the Board
and their affiliations are listed in Appendix Three of this
report.)

Worker and Employer Services Division of
WorkSafeBC, is now participating on the FARSHA
Board, along with Don Dahr.
And in December 2009, another long-standing
FARSHA Director stepped down. Jasbir Mann joined
the Board of Directors in 2002 as a representative from
the Canadian Farmworkers Union, and brought a rich
experience to Board discussions, as a result of his
doctoral degree in agricultural entomology and long
involvement with farm safety issues. Jasbir stepped down
from the FARSHA board by accepting the position of
Regional Safety Consultant for the Fraser Valley. A
replacement for Jasbir Mann on the FARSHA Board of
Directors will be announced in 2010.

The FARSHA Board of Directors held six meetings
through the year.
In January 2009, a long-standing contributor to
FARSHA’s Board stepped down from her position. Joy
Piehl had attended Board of Directors meetings for
seven years as a representative from WorkSafeBC, and
in that capacity had also served on the Advisory
Committee of the Canadian Agricultural Safety and
Health Program (CASHP). Joy has now taken on other
responsibilities within WorkSafeBC, and everyone at
FARSHA wishes her the best. Doug Pasco, also from the

The Regional Safety Consultants
This year saw some important personnel changes in
FARSHA’s Regional Safety Consultants.

David and Jasbir join Scott Fraser, FARSHA’s
Agricultural Health and Safety Specialist and Special
Programs Manager, to make up a strong team for the
Fraser Valley region. Scott works in the FARSHA office
in Langley, coordinating projects like the 50 ROPS for
BC Project and maintaining an important statistical
overview of agricultural injuries. He also provides direct
services to workplaces in the Fraser Valley, particularly
in the area of ergonomics and prevention of musculoskeletal injury.

The Fraser Valley region has BC’s highest concentration
of agricultural workplaces, as well as the broadest
diversity in commodity types. It is a fast-paced and
challenging arena for FARSHA. Estimates suggest that
FARSHA’s workload in the Fraser Valley has doubled in
the last year or so, with a sharp increase in calls from
employers, requests for training or for information
literature, new projects, and so on.

In the fall of 2009, FARSHA said goodbye to Gagan
Grewal, a Fraser Valley Agricultural Health and Safety
Specialist, who left to take on a new job elsewhere. He
had been with FARSHA from 2007, and everyone at
FARSHA sends their thanks and warmest best wishes to
Gagan for the future.

David Nguyen, a recent graduate of BCIT’s
Occupational Health and Safety Diploma Program, is
now bringing his knowledge and Vietnamese-language
skills to FARSHA’s work as a Fraser Valley Agricultural
Health and Safety Specialist. David began working with
FARSHA in January 2009, and he has already made a
big contribution, in the work with mushroom growers in
particular.

FARSHA has noted the ongoing need for Spanishlanguage services in many parts of BC, and in February
engaged Rita Carrington to act as a Spanish translator
on an on-call basis in the Fraser Valley; David Fehr was
also engaged to provide similar services in the
Okanagan.

Late in 2009, Jasbir Mann took on the position of
Regional Safety Consultant for the Fraser Valley. Jasbir
hit the ground running, as he had already served on the
FARSHA Board of Directors for seven years, and was
very familiar with FARSHA’s work. The contribution he
made as a Director for FARSHA will continue, just in a
more practical and direct form. Fluent in Punjabi, Hindi,
and Urdu, as well as English, Jasbir’s skills and
knowledge – especially in areas like pesticide safety
and Pesticide Applicator Certificate training – will be in
great demand.

FARSHA held its 14th annual Regional Safety
Consultants’ Meeting in Langley in September,
providing a chance for FARSHA’s consultants and staff
to report on activities through the year, discuss ideas
and innovations, and share observations on issues that
need to be addressed in the future.
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A high point of the 2009 Consultants’ Meeting was a
working session on respiratory protection and respirator
fit testing. Other discussions addressed current projects,
the possibility of FARSHA becoming a Certifying Partner

in the Certificate of Recognition (COR) program, and
FARSHA’s Strategic Planning goals.

The Commodity-Wide Consultants
In addition to the Regional Safety Consultants, FARSHA
has provincial commodity-wide consultants in two areas:
ranching, and vineyards and orchards. These two areas
of agriculture have very specialized work practices, and
are found throughout BC.

The commodity-wide consultants are available to work
with RSCs around the province when issues arise in
ranching, or vineyards and orchards.
(The map of BC’s regions and the contact information
for all of FARSHA’s consultants can be found in
Appendix Four of this report.)

 July 2009, Armstrong: Reg Steward
during horse handling training at 4H
Stock Show. Photo by Leah Allen.

April 2009, Summerland: Carol Reid
presenting training at the Integrated Fruit
Production Guide Meeting. Photo by
participant. 
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Farm Health and Safety in British Columbia –
2009 in Review
Each year, the FARSHA Annual Report provides a general picture of the state of farm health and safety in BC. FARSHA
stakeholders will find this review useful, as it draws attention to trends that everyone in agriculture can learn from. FARSHA
also uses this statistical information when identifying areas for program development or greater attention.

Sources of FARSHA’s Information
FARSHA draws on a variety of sources for information
about work-related injuries, illnesses, and deaths in
agriculture. This information is used to identify patterns
and trends, and to find the best focus for solutions and
awareness work. FARSHA’s information sources include
WorkSafeBC, and Canadian Agricultural Injury
Reporting (CAIR).

FARSHA supplements this knowledge with reports from
Canadian Agricultural Injury Reporting. The information
from CAIR is very important, as the WorkSafeBC
statistics do not include the work-related injuries,
illnesses, or deaths of unregistered farm owners; nor
those of many farm family members who may not be
classified as “workers;” nor the unknown number of
injuries and illnesses that simply go unreported for
various other reasons.

WorkSafeBC provides FARSHA with statistical
information on claims rates, and on those injuries,
illnesses, and deaths that resulted in claims. This
information is briefly discussed here in the Annual Report
and reported more fully in Appendix Five.

Canadian Agricultural Injury Reporting
For many years, FARSHA has actively supported the
work done by researchers for the Canadian Agricultural
Injury Surveillance Program (CAISP), recognizing the
program’s irreplaceable value.

reporting standards and definitions used by each
jurisdiction and type of medical institution.
For nearly fifteen years, CAISP has been accumulating
a detailed database that’s available to researchers;
FARSHA has frequently drawn upon this information
when developing new programs. CAISP itself has
produced a large body of publicly-available reports
and articles based on this information.

CAISP was launched in 1996, with the recognition that
injuries, diseases, and deaths related to agricultural
work in Canada were not at that time being recorded in
any systematic or unified way. This information is critical,
though, in identifying hazards, finding solutions, and
improving on solutions over time.

In 2009, CAISP took a new name and moved to a new
location. Canadian Agricultural Injury Reporting (CAIR)
is now based at the Alberta Centre for Injury Control
and Research, and will be continuing and expanding its
work in coming years.

So, CAISP developed a registry of events, based on
hospital admissions and outpatient medical reports from
across the country, with all the information being coded
with standard definitions.

FARSHA looks forward to continuing to draw upon and
support the work of CAIR.

Before CAISP, it was almost impossible to compile
meaningful cross-country statistics, due to the different
- 10 -

Deaths on BC Farms in 2009
In 2009, WorkSafeBC accepted three claims for
agricultural work-related deaths. Two involved tractor
overturns, while a third worker collided with a parked
vehicle while operating an ATV.

In the other overturn, a young worker was operating a
tractor on the uneven surface of a bunker silo when the
tractor rolled sideways, crushing the worker underneath.
The tractor was not equipped with a ROPS.

One of the tractor overturns is discussed in a
WorkSafeBC Hazard Alert: the tractor was carrying a
load on a rear fork attachment and the operator was
driving down a slope when the vehicle overbalanced
and rolled on top of the worker. There was no rollover
protective structure (ROPS) on the tractor, and the
operator did not survive.

(Note that work-related deaths do not necessarily
appear in WorkSafeBC claims statistics for the same
year in which they occurred. Sometimes, inclusion in the
statistics for a given year can be held up due to
complex investigations, or other reasons.)

Statistics from WorkSafeBC
The FARSHA Annual Report for 2009 provides a brief
statistical overview for agriculture in the five-year period
between 2004 and 2008. (The Annual Report is only
able to publish statistical information up to the previous
year, due to the later release date of WorkSafeBC’s
figures for the year.)

reports that STD duration was on average,
approximately 35% higher than in BC as a whole
between 2004 and 2006, and decreased somewhat
to approximately 20% higher than BC as a whole
between 2007 and 2008.
Many factors may explain this difference. In agriculture,
claims may be made in higher proportion for serious
injury than less serious injury, as compared to BC’s
workforce as a whole. Many agricultural jobs are
seasonal, and so there may be less opportunity for a
speedy return to work. Many farm workplaces may also
have more limited possibilities for alternate work for
injured workers.

WorkSafeBC’s most widely-known statistical indicator is
the injury rate. The injury rate is the number of accepted
compensation claims, relative to the estimated number
of person-years worked in a given sector (from
assessable payroll figures provided to WorkSafeBC by
employers).
For British Columbia as a whole between 2004 and
2008, the average injury rate was 2.96 per 100
person-years worked. In agriculture during the same
period, the average was higher: 3.2 per 100 personyears worked.

WorkSafeBC made a significant change (in 2008) to
the definition of their “serious injury” category. Under the
new and much broader definition, the number of serious
injuries reported in WorkSafeBC statistics has increased
sharply; this can be seen in the statistical tables included
in the appendix of FARSHA’s Annual Reports. (The
exact changes in definition are discussed in more detail
in the 2008 FARSHA Annual Report.) The change in
definition, however means that it is no longer possible to
easily compare trends in serious injury claims.

The statistical indicator of “STD duration” shows a
significant difference between agriculture and BC
workplaces overall. STD duration is a measure of the
average duration (in days) of short term disability
claims, including the days lost in the year or years
following the original injury or illness. Averaged over the
five years between 2004 and 2008, the STD claim
duration for BC agriculture was 61 days. WorkSafeBC

More detailed statistical information is available on
FARSHA’s website, at www.farsha.ca.
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The Cost of Work-Related Injury and Illness
Work-related injuries, illnesses, and deaths are costly in
many ways – to employers and to workers. The injury or
death of a worker has an immense social cost: to family
members, friends, and co-workers. To the people
involved, no compensation payment can ever fully make
up for lost health or a lost life.

Beginning in 2010, three agricultural Classification
Units, Poultry Catching (CU #701019), Poultry Farming
(CU #701020), and Poultry Hatchery (CU #701021)
are being combined into one single CU: Poultry
Farming and Related Services (CU #701020). For
many years, these three CUs have shared the same
base assessment rates. In situations like this,
WorkSafeBC usually combines smaller CUs for
efficiency and to ensure a large enough premium pool
for each CU.

WorkSafeBC is an employer-funded insurance system.
As of the end of December 2009, there were just over
5300 employers from agriculture registered in the
system.

Employers will note a change in their annual rate
notification letter from WorkSafeBC, with the addition of
a description of the typical workplaces represented in
their Classification Unit. This information may be useful in
verifying whether a given workplace is in the correct
Classification Unit.

These employers are now divided into 25 Classification
Units (CUs), based on their type of operation.
For 2010, WorkSafeBC has announced that base
assessment rates will drop in many agricultural CUs,
while rates will rise in fifteen others.
Many factors can affect the base assessment rates of
any given Classification Unit, including the injury rate;
fluctuating medical costs; the relative severity and
duration of claims; and fluctuations in the rate of return
on invested savings. Base assessments rates are set
annually for all Classification Units.

Again this year, FARSHA’s Annual Report shows the
WorkSafeBC base assessment rates over five years, to
allow readers to identify trends. (A chart showing five
years of base assessment rates in agriculture can be
found in Appendix Two at the end of this report.)

August 2009, Abbotsford: Lift cart with partial guardrail for under 4 feet at MB
Greenhouses. Photo by Scott Fraser.
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FARSHA’s Activities
For many years, FARSHA has been guided by a logic model which identifies FARSHA’s ultimate goals, and lists the
actions that will achieve each of the goals. (A copy of FARSHA’s current logic model can be found in Appendix Six of
this report.)
This section of the FARSHA Annual Report describes the key result areas in FARSHA’s logic model.

Activity Totals
For 2009, almost every main activity indicator was
higher than in the previous year.

 Trade shows and fairs attended: 18 (down from 27

More worksite consultations took place, more training
courses were delivered, and the Safety Days events
really took off, with 14 events around the province and
the involvement of nearly 900 participants.

 Articles published: 22 (down from 38 in 2008)
 Presentations to groups and organizations: 77

in 2008)

presentations to some 2147 people (down from
165 presentations to 3200 in 2008).

Based on the combined reports of all of FARSHA’s
safety consultants, here are the total figures for all of
FARSHA’s activities in 2009, with comparisons to
2008’s figures in parentheses:

All of these activities are reported in greater detail in the
appendices at the end of this report. Appendix Seven
lists the activities related to ranching, and orchards and
vineyards, carried out by the two commodity-wide
consultants. Appendix Eight provides a map of British
Columbia, showing the activities carried out in each
region by the Regional Safety Consultants. The activities
reported in these two appendices are then combined to
produce totals reported on this page.

 Workplace consultations: 956 (up from 688 in
2008)

 Training courses delivered: 326 to an estimated

4150 participants (up from 268 courses in 2008,
although there were 4200 participants in 2008)

The next sections of this report correspond to the
activities of FARSHA’s logic model, as listed in
Appendix Six.

 Safety Days events: 14 to an estimated 888
participants (up from 9 events in 2008 with an
estimated 285 participants)

June 2009, Summerland: Ron Ganczar presenting
Forklift training at Mountain View Growers Inc. Photo by
Marianne Boerboom.

June 2009, Victoria: Ken Lacroix presenting New
Worker Orientation at Galey Farms. Photo by Rita
Carrington.
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Consulting Activities
Most of FARSHA’s consultations take place on worksites: farm visits, discussions with workers, or with employers. There
are also stakeholder consultations, such as the presentations made by FARSHA to commodity associations around the
province. And FARSHA representatives may be called upon for consultations with departments of WorkSafeBC on new
initiatives, and responses to new challenges.

Workplace Consultations
In 2009, FARSHA consultants reported 956 workplace
consultations, an increase of over 200 over the
previous year.

In 2009, 45 of the workplace consultations actually
involved site walk-throughs. Even though a site walkthrough can sometimes be time-consuming, FARSHA
believes this activity is extremely valuable for employers,
and FARSHA RSCs are always happy to schedule this
type of workplace consultation.

A workplace consultation can be anything from an
informal chat with an employer or workers, a site walkthrough, or a planning meeting for future training or
other activities.

Mike Burzek, RSC for the Peace River Region, reported
on making 86 contacts in a widely-spread area from
Chetwynd to Pink Mountain. FARSHA Regional Safety
Consultants in less-populated areas like the Central
Interior, Cariboo-Chilcotin, and Peace River often find
themselves traveling significant distances from one
worksite or event to another. A superficial glance at the
Regional Breakdown of Activities in Appendix Eight
might give the impression that consultants in these areas
aren’t as active as those in the southern part of the
province, but it’s important to consider factors like the
lower population density, fewer (but geographically
much larger) agricultural operations, and much greater
travel times in the north.

For the first time in 2009, FARSHA consultants began
tracking the workplace consultations that actually
involved a site walk-through (sometimes called a site
inspection by FARSHA RSCs). The site walk-through can
take as much as an hour or more, as the FARSHA
consultant and employer or supervisor tour the whole
workplace and discuss hazards that need attention, or
brainstorm on possible solutions to issues, or identify
topics for possible future training courses.
In some cases, a site walk-through leads to the
establishment of a health and safety program, and if this
is the case, the activity is reported as a “safety program
initial review;” these reviews are recorded separately,
under Occupational Health and Safety Programs in this
report.

Stakeholders Consultations
Growers’ Association, and the BC Cattlemen’s
Association

FARSHA’s stakeholders include:

 Agricultural producers’ organizations, such as the

 Agricultural workers’ organizations and service

BC Agriculture Council

groups, like the Canadian Farmworkers’ Union and
the Progressive Intercultural Society (PICS)

 Commodity associations such as the BC Landscape
and Nursery Association, the BC Greenhouse
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 The occupational health and safety regulatory

A few examples from 2009 of events and conferences:

authority and workers’ compensation provider in
BC, WorkSafeBC.

 In June, Bruce Johnson and Scott Fraser attended
the annual conference of the US-based National
Institute for Farm Safety (NIFS), in New Orleans,
Louisiana. During this conference, representatives of
the Prairie Agricultural Machinery Institute gave a
presentation on FARSHA’s 50 ROPS for BC
project.

In 2009, FARSHA was invited to contribute to an
information package sent to dairy employers under the
auspices of the BC Milk Producers Association. The
BCMPA, with funding from the provincial government
(Labour Market Partnerships), offered regional
workshops on human resources practices, and
FARSHA’s information on workplace health and safety
became part of the resource material given to
participants.

 Maria Calderoni, FARSHA's Program Coordinator,

took part in a CASA Farm Safety Communicator's
meeting in Ottawa. Attended by over 25 people,
the meeting was a chance to exchange ideas with
counterparts in farm safety organizations across the
country. Maria reported on FARSHA's
communications initiatives.

With the addition of David Nguyen to FARSHA’s team,
more opportunities have opened up to get FARSHA
and its work better-known among Vietnamese-speaking
employers and workers. David attended an event in
March at the S.U.C.C.E.S.S. multicultural organization’s
headquarters, where WorkSafeBC launched a new
Vietnamese-language website. In April, he was
interviewed about farm worker safety on the Lac Viet
radio show of the Fairchild network.

 FARSHA sent a strong contingent to the 2009
Annual General Meeting of CASA, held in
November in Fredericton, New Brunswick. Bruce
Johnson, Charan Gill, Jasbir Mann, and Tom
Hoogendoorn represented FARSHA and its Board
of Directors. Reg Steward and Cheryl Pruitt
presented FARSHA’s new narrative simulation
exercise template. And the 50 ROPS for BC Project
was explained by Jim Wassermann of the Prairie
Agricultural Machinery Institute.

FARSHA’s contribution is recognized throughout the
broader agricultural health and safety community, and
so for many years, FARSHA representatives have taken
part in farm safety organizations and conferences, at
the Canada-wide level and even internationally.

Partnerships and Affiliations
Many FARSHA Directors, consultants, and staff
members serve on leadership bodies of other health
and safety organizations – a reflection of the respect
that FARSHA has won in the field of agricultural health
and safety.

Here are only a few of the other partnerships and
affiliations that FARSHA is associated with:

 Two members of FARSHA’s Board of Directors
currently serve on CASA’s 23-member Council:
Tom Hoogendoorn as a representative of the BC
Agriculture Council, and Charan Gill representing
the Ag Services Supply Sector.

Bruce Johnson, FARSHA’s Executive Director, was
invited in 2009 to become a Board member of AgriVita
Canada, a funding body based in Saskatchewan,
whose purpose is the distribution of funds through the
Canada AgriSafety Applied Research Program. Bruce
Johnson also serves as a member of the Advisory Board
of the Canadian Centre for Health and Safety in
Agriculture.

 Doug Pasco, one of two WorkSafeBC consultative
representatives to FARSHA’s Board of Directors,
now sits on the Advisory Committee of the
Canadian Agricultural Safety and Health Program
(CASHP). CASHP distributes funds provided by
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada’s Growing
Forward program to health and safety initiatives
around the country.

In 2009, Bruce Johnson stepped down as Chair of the
Canadian Agricultural Safety Association (CASA).
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Training Activities
FARSHA consultants provide courses, using standardized training packages developed to meet the needs of BC
agriculture. These courses have become one of FARSHA’s strongest assets. Training can also be delivered in languages
other than English, such as Punjabi, Vietnamese, and Spanish. FARSHA also takes part in many educational activities
directed at farm children and youth, whenever possible. (A more detailed breakdown of FARSHA’s worker training topics
and attendance figures can be found in Appendix Nine.)

Courses Offered by FARSHA
In 2009, FARSHA consultants delivered 326 courses to
4149 participants. An additional 888 people took part
in 14 Safety Days events around the province.

The Pesticide Applicator Certificate (PAC) courses
continue to be offered, and are available in either
English, Punjabi, or Vietnamese. In 2009, the PAC
course was offered 6 times, with 66 participants in all.

For some years now, FARSHA’s educational activities
have increased steadily. The total number of sessions
delivered has increased, and the overall number of
participants is also rising each year. (A small table in
Appendix Nine provides exact numbers.)

FARSHA continues to take any opportunity to offer
health and safety awareness education to children and
youth. Many rural young people work on farms and
ranches and may themselves become operators as
adults. This type of service is an investment in future
agricultural health and safety, although participation
numbers are not included in FARSHA’s activities statistics
(which are limited to workplace training). Examples of
this type of activity include courses on ATV Safety
Awareness offered through 4-H events, and FARSHA’s
participation in farm safety programs at the secondary
level in some regions.

With the addition in 2009 of a Vietnamese-speaking
consultant, FARSHA has expanded its multilingual
activities from Spanish and Punjabi to Vietnamese as
well. Training courses can now be offered in
Vietnamese, and more written materials are also being
produced in languages other than English.
Safety Days events have gone from a modest start just a
few years ago, to a featured activity available in any
region of the province. These events often become a
big source of interest in a community, with activities for
all members of farm and ranch families.

In 2009, FARSHA staff developed and began offering
a course specifically for supervisors in agricultural
workplaces. The course covers roles and responsibilities
of supervisors, and important concepts such as due
diligence.

The scope of FARSHA’s training courses is getting
broader, as well. Appendix Nine lists the topics, along
with a general indication of the number of participants
in the various courses.

Kevin Paterson, the RSC for the Kootenays, reported on
a “mini” safety conference of orchard employers in the
Creston Valley, which became an opportunity to discuss
and educate on the health and safety issues that arise in
the harvest season.

Many of FARSHA's training materials have been
improved to include short video clips as part of the
PowerPoint slides, making the illustrations more realistic
and dynamic for participants.
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Reference and Resource Material
Since its inception, FARSHA has wanted to make high-quality resource and educational materials available to agricultural
employers and workers in BC. In many cases, this has meant actually producing such materials, while in some cases it
has been possible to find the needed booklets, decals, or multimedia products from other sources.
After more than fifteen years of activity, FARSHA’s reference and resource lists are filled with material on a wide range of
topics. All of FARSHA’s resources are listed in the current edition of the FARSHA Resource Material Catalogue. The most
up-to-date version of the catalogue is available online at FARSHA’s website (www.farsha.ca). Print and CD-based versions
are also available from the FARSHA office by request.
New materials continue to be developed each year, and others are updated or translated into Spanish, Punjabi,
Vietnamese, or other languages according to demand. FARSHA’s website will continue to make resource materials
available for immediate download.

New This Year
FARSHA responded to the concern about H1N1 flu
(also called human swine flu) with a fact sheet on
symptoms, modes of transmission, preventive measures,
and sources for further information. The fact sheets were
produced in English, Spanish, and Punjabi, and made
available to commodity associations for distribution to
member organizations, and to farm labour contractors.

wear a seat belt when using a ROPS-equipped tractor,
to not take riders on single-operator equipment, and so
on).
Four issues of the FARSHA Guardian were produced
and distributed in 2009. This 4-page newsletter is used
to update stakeholders on consultants’ activities, new
resource materials, changes in legislation, and other
important information. It is distributed free of charge to
scores of organizations and individuals, and is also
available for download on the FARSHA website.

FARSHA, along with other farm safety organizations,
contributed towards the English translation and
publication of a new booklet called Preventing Farm
Accidents Caused by Moving Parts. Originally
published in French by the Quebec health and safety
agency (CSST) and the Quebec Farmers’ Association
(UPA), this 30-page booklet has clear illustrations and
explanations of common machinery hazards in
agriculture, and provides simple, practical suggestions
to reduce and eliminate the risk of injury caused by
moving equipment.

Besides handling all aspects of FARSHA’s reference
library and coordinating the production and distribution
of FARSHA’s resource materials, the office Program
Coordinator plays an important support role for all of
FARSHA’s staff and consultants. Maria Calderoni is the
editor of the FARSHA Guardian, and designs attractive
posters for Safety Days and similar events, as well as
putting together presentation packages when someone
is asked to speak on FARSHA’s behalf at a conference
or stakeholder meeting. Staff at the Langley office also
prepare many of the displays that promote FARSHA’s
activities at trade shows and fairs around the province.

A new training program was developed in 2009, on
health and safety awareness for supervisors.
In 2009, FARSHA produced at least seven new posters,
in multilingual Spanish-English editions. Topics include:
personal hygiene and hand washing, hazard warnings
(high voltage, for example), and safety reminders (to
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Use of Reference and Resource Materials
FARSHA’s resource materials are distributed throughout
British Columbia at no additional cost to agricultural
producers or workers.

materials are also handed out from booths at
agricultural fairs and trade shows, and community
events.

Regional Safety Consultants come to workplace
consultations with an assortment of booklets, brochures,
fact sheets, posters, and decals. Booklets are also
distributed to participants in training courses, as part of
the course materials.

In 2009, a large number of booklets and brochures
were requested and sent out from the FARSHA office:
12,513 (up from 9951 in 2008). More decals were
distributed as well: 5193, as compared to 4641 in
2008. And the distribution of signs and posters nearly
doubled: 923 in 2009, up from 586 in 2008.

Participants in commodity organization meetings may
pick up booklets and brochures from an information
table if a FARSHA consultant is giving a presentation;

(More detailed information on FARSHA’s reference and
resource material can be found in Appendix Ten.)

February 2009,
Abbotsford: FARSHA
resources at Pacific
Agricultural Show.
Photo by Maria
Calderoni. 

 February 2009, Abbotsford: FARSHA
resources at Pacific Agricultural Show. Photo by
Maria Calderoni.

 April 2009, Okanagan Falls: FARSHA resources on display at the
Okanagan Packinghouse Fieldmen’s Group Spring BBQ. Photo by
Carol Reid.
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Promotion Activities
FARSHA actively promotes its services at farm-related events and in rural areas all over the province.
Even though FARSHA and its work are already widely recognized in BC agriculture, promotion remains an important
activity. This is because there are always new areas to reach, with turnover among employers as well as workers.
FARSHA continues to offer new materials and services, so promotion activities keep FARSHA’s image fresh.
FARSHA’s promotion activities take many forms, including:

 Articles in agricultural and community media
 Presentations to commodity associations, community groups, and so on
 Appearances and display booths at agricultural fairs, trade shows, and other events.

Articles in Agricultural and Community Media
In 2009, 22 articles were written by FARSHA
consultants in agriculture-related newspapers or other
media (or were written about them).

medications, and the “tendency to return to active
farming prior to full recovery after suffering an injury.”
For some years, Reg Steward, FARSHA’s Provincial
Ranching Safety Consultant, has written a regular
column in Beef in BC magazine (published monthly by
the BC Cattlemen’s Association). An ongoing feature
like this gives FARSHA a “voice” to publicize new
initiatives, and comment on hazards and concerns –
and readers of the publication come to count on seeing
an article each issue. The regular column has been just
one more way for Reg to get FARSHA better-known
among ranchers all across the province.

This type of media coverage goes a long way in getting
FARSHA’s services better known in agricultural regions
of the province.
The summer 2009 issue of Orchard and Vine
magazine, for example, carried a FARSHA article
based on information from Dr. Don Voaklander, the new
coordinator of Canadian Agricultural Injury Reporting
(CAIR). The article reviews key findings from CAIR, and
draws readers’ attention to some important risk factors
that are known to contribute to agricultural injury:
hearing loss, sleep deprivation, the use of some

Presentations
This year, FARSHA consultants made 77 presentations
to groups and organizations on behalf of FARSHA, to a
combined audience of some 2147 people.

FARSHA consultants in the Fraser Valley made
presentations about the mushroom picking platform
project, confined space safety, and occupational health
and safety programs to the BC Mushroom Council and
later to its successor organization, Mushrooms Canada.

In 2009, presentations were made to the Fraser Valley
Cole Crop Growers Association, the United Flower
Growers’ Co-op, and the BC Greenhouse Growers’
Association, to name just a few.
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Sometimes, FARSHA’s promotion activities have a major
educational component as well. In August 2009,
FARSHA consultants David Nguyen and Gagan
Grewal attended a Field Day organized by the BC
Cranberry Growers association and the BC Cranberry

Marketing Commission as an event for cranberry farm
employers and workers. Some 180 participants
attended, and David and Gagan presented information
on chemical safety awareness and proper use of
respirators.

 February 2009: Langley: Scott Fraser presenting
Preventing Musculo-skeletal Injury seminar in
Greenhouses. Photo by Amandeep Bal.

 February 2009, Langley: WHMIS
training at All Seasons Mushrooms.
Photo by Gagan Grewal.

 September 2009, Quesnel: Reg Steward presenting Basic Animal Handling
course to participants in 4H Family Frenzy event. Photo by Gene Pascuzzo.
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Occupational Health and Safety Programs
FARSHA’s Agricultural Health and Safety Program was first launched in 2007. It was designed specifically for the needs
of FARSHA’s stakeholders, and is a comprehensive workplace program that can be implemented in any type of
agricultural operation, large or small. It covers all the activities that are required of workplaces in BC, and can be
customized to the specific work practices of any commodity.

Scope of the Program
The Agricultural Health and Safety Program is made up
of eight elements:








Each program element includes an introductory
explanation, and then practical suggestions for
implementing all the needed activities. The program
also provides suggestions for keeping the program
going over time, since this is often a challenge in many
workplaces. Blank forms help guide the employer in
documenting each activity as it is done.

Management Commitment
Effective Supervision
Worker Involvement
Worker Training and Education

The program also provides for a thorough formal audit
or review, so an employer can judge the effectiveness
of an existing program and easily identify areas for
improvement.

Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment
Hazard Controls, Safe Work Procedures, and
Written Instructions

 Emergencies and Incidents: Preparation, Response,

In 2009, FARSHA responded to requests from
greenhouse growers, and customized the Agricultural
Health and Safety Program into a greenhouse-specific
program. This program can now be implemented in any
greenhouse in BC, and contains guidance materials on
the specialized work practices and equipment used in
this commodity area.

and Follow-Up

 Hazard-Specific and Site-Specific Requirements.
The final element is where an employer will keep
documentation (policies, procedures, assessments,
evaluations, and so on) on workplace activities that may
be specific to the operation. Some of this
documentation may be developed by the employer,
while some is being produced in a standardized form
by FARSHA.

Program Implementations
employer and beginning to make plans for working
together on it.

When an employer asks a FARSHA consultant for help
with implementing the Agricultural Health and Safety
Program in their workplace, the following stages take
place:

 The FARSHA consultant carries out an initial
workplace review, with a comprehensive audit of
all aspects of health and safety in the workplace.
The employer receives the review results in a

 The FARSHA consultant introduces the program, by
discussing the idea of the program with an
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confidential report, along with an action plan with
prioritized steps for implementation of the program.

In 2009, FARSHA consultants reported the following:

 Safety programs introduced to employers: 77 (was

 The employer implements the program, by working

105 in 2008)

through the action plan, and documenting all the
program activities as they are put into place.

 Safety program initial reviews done: 15 (was 54 in
2008)

 The FARSHA consultant returns for a follow-up

 Safety programs implemented: 15 (was 46 in

review, using the same audit as before, in order to
register all the changes that have been made in the
workplace.

2008)

 Safety program follow-up reviews done: 43 (was
55 in 2008).

 February 2009, Fraser Valley: Occupational hygienist Neil McManus,
conducting a risk assessment. Photos by Scott Fraser.
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Conclusion
Certainly, 2009 has been – as the theme says – a year of finding solutions for agriculture.
FARSHA successfully concluded four special projects, and each will have a lasting impact in the years to come. The work
done on finding improvements to hazards identified with greenhouse picking carts and mushroom harvesting platforms; all
the knowledge and understanding gained through the Pilot Project for 50 ROPS for BC; and the development of a
template for narrative simulation exercises will all provide benefits.
FARSHA’s activities increased in almost all areas in 2009. The Safety Days events were especially successful, with a
large increase in the number of these events around the province (14 in 2009, as compared to 9 in the previous year)
and in the number of participants (nearly 900 in 2009, as compared to nearly 300 in the previous year).
FARSHA has been able to respond to a marked increase in the demand for services in the Fraser Valley in particular, and
has solidified a strong team of consultants in this very challenging and important region.
The year before, in 2008, FARSHA began to use a strategic planning process to analyze the needs of each region of
the province, using indicators like number of workplaces, relative size of workplaces, relative incidence of work-related
injury, and overall significance of commodity areas. With this information in place, it’s now possible to have a more
balanced and accurate view of the work in each region, and to set goals and ensure they are being met. The Strategic
Planning process will continue to be used in future years, as it has proven to be of real value in setting appropriate
priorities for FARSHA’s work.
FARSHA expects that work in 2010 will build on the special projects concluded in 2009. There will be a big focus on
finding solutions to the very real challenges of confined space safety in agriculture. And with FARSHA’s recent status as a
Certifying Partner in WorkSafeBC’s Certificate of Recognition (COR) Program, the coming years will involve a whole
new area of activity for FARSHA and its consultants.

 November 2009, Delta: Windset Farms
workers on greenhouse lift carts, raising lines.
Photo by Scott Fraser.

 May 2009, Abbotsford: Hidden Leaves Mushroom
Farm, worker on mushroom picking platform with
guardrails. Photo by David Nguyen.
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Appendix One FARSHA’s Organization Chart in 2009
FARSHA’s Governance:
Board of Directors

Executive Director:
Bruce Johnson

Langley Office Staff:
Special Programs Manager: Scott Fraser
Office Administrator: Carolyn Pearce
Program Coordinator: Maria Calderoni

Fraser Valley Agricultural Health and Safety
Specialist:
Scott Fraser
Gagan Grewal, to November
David Nguyen, from January

Provincial Commodity-Wide Consultants:
Ranching: Reg Steward
Vineyards and Orchards: Carol Reid

Regional Safety Consultants:
Cariboo-Chilcotin: Reg Steward
Central Interior: Trevor Tapp
Fraser Valley: Jasbir Mann, from December
Kootenays: Kevin Paterson
Okanagan-Thompson-Nicola: Ron Ganczar
Peace River: Mike Burzek
Vancouver Island: Ken Lacroix
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Appendix Two WorkSafeBC Classification Units and
Base Assessment Rates
This table shows all Classification Units in agriculture, their Classification Unit numbers, as well as the base assessment
rates for 2009. Three previous years are also shown, for comparison. The last column shows the announced rates for
2010. The levy assessed for FARSHA’s funding ($0.15 for every $100 of assessable payroll) is included in these rates.
Asterisks (*) refer to a CU reorganization, which is explained in the report under The Cost of Work-Related Injury and
Illness.
Classification Unit

CU

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Animal breeding, AI

701001

$3.37

$2.73

$2.23

$1.84

$1.57

Apiary

701002

$3.37

$2.73

$2.23

$1.84

$1.57

Berry farming

701003

$3.37

$2.73

$2.75

$2.81

$2.27

Composting

701004

$2.78

$2.25

$2.04

$2.45

$2.64

Dairy farming

701005

$3.37

$2.73

$2.23

$1.84

$1.57

Egg farming

701006

$3.37

$2.73

$2.23

$1.84

$1.57

Exotic poultry farming

701007

$3.37

$2.73

$2.23

$1.84

$1.57

Farm labour supply

701008

$3.37

$2.73

$2.75

$2.81

$3.03

Feed lot or stockyard

701009

$6.43

$6.92

$6.14

$6.54

$7.06

Fur bearing animal farming

701010

$3.37

$2.73

$2.23

$1.84

$1.57

Grain farming

701011

$2.78

$2.25

$2.04

$2.45

$2.64

Greenhouse

701012

$2.16

$2.58

$3.07

$3.40

$3.57

Hay or seed farming

701013

$2.78

$2.25

$2.04

$2.45

$2.64

Hog farming

701014

$3.37

$2.73

$2.23

$1.84

$1.57

Hunting or trapping

701015

$3.37

$2.73

$2.23

$1.84

$1.57

White mushroom farming

701016

$2.78

$2.25

$2.04

$2.45

$2.64

Orchard

701017

$3.37

$2.73

$2.75

$2.81

$2.27

Ornamental nursery

701018

$2.16

$2.58

$2.11

$1.95

$2.10

Poultry catching *

701019

$3.37

$2.73

$2.23

$1.84

-

Poultry farming *

701020

$3.37

$2.73

$2.23

$1.84

-

Poultry hatchery *

701021

$3.37

$2.73

$2.23

$1.84

-

Poultry farming and related services *

701020

-

-

-

-

$1.57

Ranch

701022

$6.43

$6.92

$6.14

$6.54

$7.06

Horse ranching, raising, breeding

701023

$6.43

$6.92

$6.14

$6.54

$7.06

Sod or turf nursery

701024

$2.78

$2.25

$2.04

$2.45

$2.64

Vegetable farming

701025

$2.78

$2.25

$2.04

$2.45

$2.64

Vineyard

701026

$3.37

$2.73

$2.75

$2.81

$2.27

Wild plant harvesting

701027

$3.37

$2.73

$2.75

$2.81

$2.27
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Appendix Three FARSHA’s Board of Directors
FARSHA is governed by a Board of Directors, which meets regularly through the year, and is made up of representatives
from employers’ and workers’ organizations in BC agriculture.
Directors:
Ralph McGinn, Chairperson
Joy Gammie, BC Cattlemen’s Association
Tom Hoogendoorn, British Columbia Agriculture Council
Bill Zylmans, British Columbia Agriculture Council
Charan Gill, Canadian Farmworkers’ Union
Manpreet Grewal, appointed by Canadian Farmworkers’ Union
Jasbir S. Mann, Canadian Farmworkers’ Union (to December)
Bruce Johnson, Executive Director (non-voting Director)
Additionally, representatives from the Worker and Employer Services department of WorkSafeBC regularly attend
FARSHA Board meetings, in a consultative, non-voting role. WorkSafeBC representatives in 2009 were:
Don Dahr, Manager, Industry and Labour Services Manager, Worker and Employer Services Division,
WorkSafeBC
Doug Pasco, Industry Specialist – Health and Safety, Worker and Employer Services Division, WorkSafeBC
(from January)
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Appendix Four FARSHA’s Consultants by Region

Region 1 – Fraser Valley:
Scott Fraser, (604) 996-7738, scott.fraser@farsha.bc.ca
Jasbir Mann, (604) 996-7893, jasbir.mann@farsha.bc.ca
David Nguyen, (604) 996-0927, david.nguyen@farsha.bc.ca
Region 2 – Vancouver Island:
Ken Lacroix, (250) 758-9807, ken.lacroix@farsha.bc.ca
Region 3 – Okanagan-Thompson-Nicola:
Ron Ganczar, (250) 250-768-7693, ron.ganczar@farsha.bc.ca
Region 4 – Kootenays:
Kevin Paterson, (250) 427-3958, kevin.paterson@farsha.bc.ca
Region 5 – Cariboo-Chilcotin:
Reg Steward, (250) 392-5937, reg.steward@farsha.bc.ca
Region 6 – Central Interior:
Trevor Tapp, (250) 699-6466, trevor.tapp@farsha.bc.ca
Region 7 – Peace River:
Mike Burzek, (250) 261-5979, mike.burzek@farsha.bc.ca
Provincial Ranching Safety Consultant:
Reg Steward, (250) 392-5937, reg.steward@farsha.bc.ca
Provincial Vineyards and Orchards Safety Consultant:
Carol Reid, (250) 765-7025, carol.reid@farsha.bc.ca
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Appendix Five WorkSafeBC Statistics
This appendix shows statistical information provided by the Risk Management Department of WorkSafeBC. Information in
these charts follows the official definitions used by WorkSafeBC, as quoted here:
Number of Fatal Claims: Number of claims for which a first survivor benefit (fatal reserve or cash award) was
awarded in the year, regardless of the year of injury.
Assessable Payroll: The payroll upon which assessment amounts are calculated.
Claims Costs Paid: Total health care payments, short term disability (STD) payments, vocational rehabilitation
payments, long term disability (LTD) reserves and one-time cash awards, and survivor benefit reserves and onetime cash awards charged in the year regardless of year of injury.
Injury Rate: The number of Non-HCO claims per one hundred Person Years – shows the rate of injuries. Please
note that Injury Rates calculated to one decimal point at a CU level are not normally quoted due to the
following: (1) Person Years are estimates and are based on estimates of Assessable Payroll; (2) at a CU level,
Person Years are further reduced and claims volume are lower compared to a Subsector level. As a result,
calculations are subject to variability, hence affecting specific levels of precision in such rates. Figures rounded to
the closest whole number may provide a more meaningful indicator of the Injury Rate at a CU level.
Person Years: Estimated number of employed full time equivalents (FTEs) based on Assessable Payroll and
StatsCan data. The estimates of person-years have less accuracy than the nearest whole number to which they
are shown. They should be rounded before being quoted.
Serious Injury Claims, current definition: All non-HCO claims first paid in the month of injury or in the following
three months which also meet at least one of the following criteria: 28 or more days of wage loss in the period;
health care costs equivalent to 28 or more days of wage loss; a fatality; one of 275 ICD9 serious codes.
(Earlier definition: All STD and LTD claims coded with an ICD9 medical diagnosis that indicates serious injury.
Includes major fractures (e.g. skull, spine, pelvis, multiple fractures, etc.), amputations, 3rd degree burns, serious
eye injuries, and other serious spinal, head or crushing injuries that are based on 165 medical diagnosis type
ICD9 codes.)
STD (Short Term Disability) Duration: Represents an estimate of the average number of STD Days paid per STD
claim. It is calculated according to a methodology used by the Association of Workers’ Compensation Boards
of Canada (AWCBC), and is based on all STD days paid in the year and days lost from injuries that occurred
in prior years. Days arising from rehabilitation payments are excluded.
STD/LTD/FTL Claims: A claim is counted as a short term disability (STD), long term disability (LTD), or fatality if
the claim had the first short term disability (STD) benefit, long term disability (LTD) benefit, or survivor benefit (fatal
reserve set or cash award) made in the year, regardless of the year of injury.
Total Work Days Lost: Total short term disability (STD) days and rehabilitation income continuity (code R) days
paid in the year regardless of year of injury. Also sometimes seen as “STD Days Paid.”
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WorkSafeBC Claims-Related Statistics for All Agriculture
The chart on this page shows a five-year overview of key injury-related indicators for agriculture.
Short term disability claims (STD) are for work-related injuries and illnesses where the worker fully recovers and is able to
return to the original job. Long term disability claims (LTD) are for work-related injuries and illnesses once it is clear that the
worker will not fully recover, and will require a partial or full pension (or may receive a lump sum award instead), and
may include costs for vocational rehabilitation. Fatal claims (FTL) are paid to the survivors of a worker who dies of a
work-related injury or illness; these may take the form of a regular pension, or a lump sum award. Taken together, these
three indicators (STD/LTD/FTL) show a general picture of the claims for each year.
The injury rate is the number of accepted non-HCO claims, expressed in relation to the estimated numbers of
person-years worked in the given sector. (The term non-HCO claims refers to the STD/LTD/FTL claims paid out within the
year in question, as well as those paid out within the first three months of the following year. As a result, the number of
non-HCO claims more accurately captures all the claims that originated in a given year.)
Serious injuries are defined in a standardized system, and include major or multiple fractures, amputations, 3rd degree
burns, and serious spinal or head injuries.
Accepted fatal claims are those accepted in the reporting year, regardless of when the actual death took place (claims
are not necessarily settled in the same year they occurred). No average is given for accepted fatal claims on this chart,
as the numbers are too small for an average to be meaningful.

Year

Number of
STD/LTD/FTL
Claims

Injury Rate
per 100
person-years

2004

729

2005

Number of Serious Injury
Claims

Number of
Fatal Claims

Earlier
definition

Current
definition

3.5

38

294

1

743

3.4

33

282

3

2006

701

3.5

40

298

3

2007

737

3.6

See note

260

3

2008

626

3.2

See note

250

4

2004-2008
total

3536

--

See note

1384

14

Five-year
average

707

3.4

See note

277

--

Note: WorkSafeBC began using a new definition for serious injury claims (see definitions at the beginning of this
appendix). The earlier (narrower) definition is no longer in use, as of the statistics for 2007. Exercise caution when
comparing statistics on serious injury claims, to be sure of using a consistent definition.
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WorkSafeBC Cost-Related Statistics for All Agriculture
The chart on this page shows a five-year overview of key cost-related indicators for agriculture.
Total work days lost means the total number of days for which benefits are paid by WorkSafeBC either as short term
disability wage loss benefits or long term disability continuity benefits. (It is the employer's responsibility to pay the
worker's wages on the day the worker is injured. The wage loss benefits covered by a WorkSafeBC claim begin on the
first full day of work that is lost.)
STD duration is a measure of the average duration of a short term disability claim, including the days lost in the year or
years following the original injury or illness. STD duration varies widely from one type of workplace to another, as it
reflects many factors (seasonal work patterns, availability of alternate work for affected workers, seriousness and type of
injuries and illnesses, and so on).
Claim costs paid are those paid out by WorkSafeBC for all costs associated with the claims of each given year – to
workers and their survivors, and to the health care system.
Person years are a calculated estimate of equivalent full-time workers in a given sector, where all seasonal and part-time
work is included and grouped into full-time equivalents. (One person year is the equivalent of 52 weeks of paid
employment, whether worked by one individual or several.)
Assessable payroll is the year’s total payroll, as declared by all the active registered employers in each given sector.
Employers registered with WorkSafeBC pay a regular premium for insurance services. This premium, or base assessment
rate, is expressed as a percentage of assessable payroll: a dollar figure per $100 of assessable payroll costs for the
year.

Year

Total Work
Days Lost

STD Duration

Claim Costs
Paid *

Person Years
*

Assessable
Payroll

2004

40,101

66

$9,210,760

20,400

$511,336,398

2005

41,727

66

$8,962,742

20,600

$538,823,893

2006

36,926

61

$9,188,133

19,400

$557,815,857

2007

34,899

56

$8,419,849

19,300

$569,571,368

2008

33,233

57

$10,521,232

19,200

$579,715,193

2004-2008
total

186,886

--

$46,302,716

--

$2,757,262,709

Five-year
average

37,377

61

$9,260,543

19,800

$551,452,542

* Claim costs paid and person years have been rounded to the nearest thousand.
More detailed statistical information for agriculture is provided on WorkSafeBC’s website, at:
http://www2.worksafebc.com/Portals/Agriculture/Statistics.asp
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Appendix Six FARSHA’s Logic Model
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Appendix Seven Activities of the Commodity-Wide Consultants
These statistics describe the activities carried out in 2009 by the Provincial Ranching Safety Consultant and the Provincial
Vineyards and Orchards Safety Consultant, as part of their commodity-focused activities.
These numbers do not overlap with the activities recorded in the Regional Breakdown of Activities in Appendix Eight.

Activities Reported by Provincial Ranching Safety Consultant
Workplace consultations (including site reviews or inspections): 190
Training delivered: 65 courses to total of 1247 participants
Safety Days: 13 events with a total of 856 participants
Trade shows and fairs attended: 3
Articles published: 7
Presentations to groups and organizations: 17 to total of 561 people
Safety programs introduced: 10
Safety program initial reviews done: 4
Safety programs implemented: 5
Safety program follow-up reviews done: 2

Activities Reported by Provincial Vineyards and Orchards Safety Consultant
Workplace consultations (including site reviews or inspections): 98
Training delivered: 27 courses to total of 431 participants
Trade shows and fairs attended: 3
Articles published: 8
Presentations to groups and organizations: 17 to total of 546 people
Safety programs introduced: 8
Safety programs implemented: 1
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Appendix Eight Regional Breakdown of Activities
This information is based on the combined activity reports submitted by the FARSHA Regional Safety Consultants for
2009. These numbers do not include other activities of the two commodity-wide consultants, which are recorded
separately (in Appendix Seven), although in some cases, commodity-wide consultants may have helped with the
organization of some events.
Note that these numbers are a reflection of many factors, including the size, number, and commodity type of agricultural
employers, and the relative population size in each region.

Region 5: CaribooChilcotin
Workplace consultations: 68
Training: 4 courses (26
people)
Articles:2
Trade shows and fairs: 2
Presentations: 3 (70 people)
Safety programs: introduced:
2; initial reviews done: 1;
implemented: 2

Region 6: Central Interior
Workplace consultations: 21
Training: 13 courses (158 people)
Presentations: 8 (304 people)

Region 7: Peace River
Workplace consultations: 68
Training: 9 courses (116 people)
Articles: 3
Trade shows and fairs: 4
Presentations: 7 (188 people)
Safety programs: introduced: 18;
implemented: 3; initial and follow-up
reviews done: 2

Region 3: OkanaganThompson-Nicola
Workplace consultations: 132
Training: 14 courses (107
people)
Presentations: 1 (110 people)

Region 2: Vancouver Island
Workplace consultations: 142
Training: 76 courses (77
people)
Articles: 2
Trade shows and fairs: 3
Presentations: 9 (225 people)
Safety programs: introduced:
15; initial reviews done: 4;
implemented: 2; follow-up
reviews done: 27

Region 1: Fraser Valley
(Combined activities of all FARSHA consultants that
took place in the Fraser Valley region)
Workplace consultations: 178
Training: 108 courses (872 people)
Presentations: 12 (77 people)
Safety programs: introduced: 8; initial reviews done:
2; implemented: 2; follow-up reviews done: 5

PAC Training
One FARSHA consultant
provides general Pesticide
Applicator Certificate
courses and refresher
courses throughout the
province.
Delivered in 2009: 6
courses to 66 people.
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Region 4: Kootenays
Workplace consultations:
59
Training, including 1 Safety
Days event: 11 courses
(192 people)
Trade shows and fairs: 3
Presentations: 3 (70
people)
Safety programs:
introduced: 16; initial
reviews done: 2

Appendix Nine FARSHA’s Training Programs
This appendix shows the wide range of topics FARSHA covered in training programs in 2009. These numbers refer to
worker training, and do not include educational activities aimed primarily at children or (non-working) youth. Courses are
listed here in numerical order by number of participants (participation numbers are rounded to nearest ten).
Number of
participants

Number of
sessions

New Worker Orientation (see note)

670

51

Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS)

540

39

Cattle Handling

470

9

Horse Handling

350

3

Bear Aware

340

3

Preventing Musculo-Skeletal Injuries (MSIs)

230

17

Forklift Safety Awareness

220

28

Due Diligence

200

16

Tractor Safety Awareness

190

14

Joint Health and Safety Committee

110

19

First on the Scene

100

4

ATV Safety Awareness

80

8

Tractor Operation

70

5

Pesticide Applicator Certificate

70

6

Pesticide Awareness

60

5

Topic

Another eight courses involved 50 or fewer participants each in 2009: Skid-Steer Loader (Bobcat) Operator (4 sessions),
Lockout (4 sessions), Chainsaw Safety Awareness (5 sessions), Incident Investigation and Reporting (7 sessions), Hearing
Conservation (4 sessions), Injury Reporting and Follow-Up (Return to Work) (5 sessions), Hazard Recognition and
Control (4 sessions), Fall Protection (1 session). Note: New worker orientation is not only provided at worksites, but is
also occasionally presented through pre-employment programs for farm, orchard, and vineyard workers.
This small table shows a five-year overview of the number of worker training courses delivered by FARSHA consultants, as
well as the number of participants in the training courses.

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Number of
sessions

184

225

262

268

326

Number of
participants

2833

3110

3995

4200

4149
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Appendix Ten Resource Materials
New Materials in 2009
Through the year, FARSHA developed the following new resources:
Brochures:

New Workers on the Mink Farm
New Workers on Your Mink Farm
Low Stress Cattle Handling
Health and Safety Training for Supervisors
Decals:

Watch out for Forklift
Fire Extinguisher
No Smoking
Flame (indicating a fire hazard)
Posters:
Always Wash Your Hands (in both Spanish and English)
Caution – Moving Drives (in both Spanish and English)
Danger – High Voltage (in both Spanish and English)
No Riders (in both Spanish and English)
Warning – Keep Guard On (in both Spanish and English)
Buckle up with ROPS (in both Spanish and English)
Watch for Forklift (in both Spanish and English)
Training programs:
Health and Safety for Supervisors
FARSHA now distributes the booklet Preventing Farm Accidents Caused by Moving Parts.

Resource Use in 2009
Through the year, FARSHA staff filled requests for the following items (some were for loan, and others for free distribution):
Videos: 64
Decals: 5193
Signs: 925
Booklets and brochures: 12,513
CDs and DVDs: 9
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Appendix Eleven Financial Statements
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